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Orn Thongthai is a conceptual artist whose works are defined by the direct juxtaposition of text 

and visuals, often with a sense of irony or humour. In each piece she makes, Thongthai chooses 

to communicate in a simple, straightforward manner. This way, her works have the widest 

possible reach. She captures both her immediate thoughts and feelings as well as more fully 

explored ideas in the simplest of ways. As a result, bold text is juxtaposed with often 

contradictory visuals to create meaning.  

 

Thongthai’s art is an expression of her own experiences and a reflection upon a variety of life 

incidents. Encounters from her travels, time spent with Mother Nature, music and meditation, 

the people she has met and the defining of mutual feelings are all explored across a multitude 

of media. This allows her to communicate universal aspects of life, such as belonging, 

happiness, desire, love and pain, and to connect with her audience. For example, in the painting 

series “High on You” (2015), the Venn diagram-styled intersection of two hearts is linked to 

the word “CHEMISTRY”, evoking the immediately recognisable feeling of emotional and 

physical connection between two people.  

 

While exploring the relationship between text and images, Thongthai’s work takes on a child-

like quality. She employs quick brushstrokes and spontaneous lines with her characteristic 

directness. This can be seen in the painting “I Hate You” (2015), which shows only a thick 

outline of a smiling Pinocchio with his nose growing long, suggesting the text underneath – “I 

HATE YOU” – is a lie. The irony and subtle humour found in this image are central to her 

artistic practice. Through it, she addresses the imperfection inherently found in humans, 

something we can all relate to. At the same time, Thongthai’s art takes on more complex forms, 

such as life-sized sculptures, neon installations and photography. There is a distinct fluidity in 

her approach as she moves between different media, always with that element of simplicity. 

Through her work, she seeks to not only to explain her viewpoint but to also change the minds 

and feelings of her audience. 
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